Abstract. Local Binary Pattern histograms from Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) has shown its promising performance on facial expression recognition as well as human activity analysis, as it extracts features from spatial-temporal information. Originally, as the calculation of LBP-TOP has to traverse all the pixels in the three dimensional space to compute the LBP operation along XY, YT and XT planes respectively, the frequent use of loops in implementation shapely increases the computational costs. In this work, we aim to fasten the computational efficiency of LBP-TOP on spatial-temporal information and introduce the concept of tensor unfolding to accelerate the implementation process from threedimensional space to two-dimensional space. The spatial-temporal information is interpreted as a 3-order tensor, and we use tensor unfolding method to compute three concatenated big matrices in two-dimensional space. LBP operation is then performed on the three unfolded matrices. As the demand for loops in implementation is largely down, the computational cost is substantially reduced. We compared the computational time of the original LBP-TOP implementation to that of our fast LBP-TOP implementation on both synthetic and real data, the results show that the fast LBP-TOP implementation is much more time-saving than the original one. The implementation code of the proposed fast LBP-TOP is now publicly available 1 .
Introduction
Feature extraction, for a long time, plays an important role in image processing and pattern recognition. Specifically, feature extraction constructs dimensionalityreduced values from the large amount of original data to describe the statistical characters, and facilitates recognition tasks such as facial expression recognition, object detection, texture classification, etc. There are a variety of methods for feature description, including geometric feature-based methods, shape-based methods and appearance-based methods [1] , among which appearance-based methods are the most widely used ones. Appearance-based methods extract the image features in spatial domain and learn the feature extraction scheme based on the relationship between the components or points within the space [2] .
These two authors contributed equally. 1 The implementation code of the proposed fast LBP-TOP can be downloaded at http://www.ee.oulu.fi/research/imag/cmvs/files/code/Fast LBPTOP Code.zip
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [1] is one of the most popular and efficient appearance-based feature descriptors [3, 4] . It has proven to be highly discriminative and its invariance to monotonic gray-level discrepancies makes it a robust feature descriptor in two-dimensional space. In general, an LBP operator measures each pixel of a given image by thresholding its neighborhood with the value of the center pixel and forms the results into a binary pattern. Then, the occurrence histogram based on the resulted binary patterns can be computed over an image or a region of the image, which is proven to be a powerful feature descriptor. Now, due to its discriminative power and computational simplicity, LBP is broadly utilized in image pattern recognition. Moreover, it receives tremendous success in facial expression recognition as it is insensitive to illumination variations and well describes subtle appearance details of the local features on human faces [5] .
As LBP is proven to be of high performance as well as low computational cost, it is frequently applied in pattern recognition on static images. Following the steps of LBP, Zhao et al. [6] started to explore appearance-based feature descriptors on dynamic or temporal information, which combines appearance and motion. Hence, Local Binary Pattern histograms from Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) was proposed. LBP-TOP is an extension of LBP from twodimensional space to three-dimensional space including spatial and time domain. More specifically, LBP-TOP regards the pixel in a three dimensional space with spatial and temporal properties and computes the LBP of each pixel on three orthogonal planes, and finally formulates three occurrence histograms corresponding to the three orthogonal planes. LBP-TOP not only inherits merits from LBP which is insensitive to illumination variations, translations or rotations, but also extends its applications to high dimensional video feature analysis. Moreover, LBP-TOP has shown its promising performance on facial expression recognition as well as human activity analysis, as it is capable to analyse appearance changes from a sequence of images [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
However, as LBP-TOP operates on three dimensional spatial-temporal information, the computational cost also sharply increases compared to LBP on two dimensional static images. Suppose there is an image with frame width W and height H, the total number of LBP operations over all the pixels on the image is (W × H) times. Now we have another sequence of dynamic images with the same image size of width W and height H and the number of frames T , LBP-TOP needs to be applied to this three dimensional matrix. Then the total number of LBP operations over all the pixels climbs to (3 × W × H × T ) times. Moreover, as LBP-TOP traverses all the pixels to compute LBP operations on XY, YT and XT planes respectively, it results in a frequent usage of nested loops in implementation. The use of complicated nested loops in implementation already heavily affects the computational time of LBP-TOP, let along the steep rise in computational costs, especially when we need to analyse a long sequence of images.
In this paper, we aim to fasten the computational efficiency of LBP-TOP for feature extraction on spatial-temporal information and introduce the con-cept of tensor unfolding to accelerate the implementation process from threedimensional space to two-dimensional space. Therefore, we propose a fast LBP-TOP implementation method which unfolds the 3-order tensor of spatial-temporal information to 2-order tensors and performs LBP operations over the 2-order tensors. The proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation method benefits from optimized codes with reduced nested loops and largely saves the computational costs compared to the original implementation.
The contribution of this paper are two folds: 1. We propose a fast LBP-TOP implementation method that takes the advantage of tensor unfolding method to simplify the LBP-TOP implementation from a three-dimensional space to a two-dimensional space. The tensor unfolding method largely reduces the demand of loops in codes, such that the computational cost is substantially reduced.
2. We perform experimental comparisons of the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation method to the original one. The results show significant improvements in terms of computational cost.
Related Work

Local Binary Patterns
The local binary patterns (LBP) has proven to be a simple yet very efficient operator for feature description. The LBP operator is derived from a general definition of texture in a local neighborhood, and was firstly proposed by Ojala el al. in 1996 [12] . It can be regarded as a unifying methodology other than traditionally divergent statistical and structural models of texture analysis. Now it is broadly utilized in fields such as face expression recognition and analysis [13, 14] , biomedical image processing [15] and texture analysis [16] .
Given a texture or an image, suppose that we computes the LBP operation over all the pixels. For each pixel, a certain range of its neighborhood is pre-defined for the LBP operator. In this work, P counts for the number of neighboring pixels around the central one, while R refers to the radius of a circle with the P equally spaced neighbors surrounding the central pixel. Figure 1 presents the distributions of the neighborhood of a given pixel with different settings of P and R. Now, we perform a basic LBP operation over a pixel with its neighborhood setting as P = 8 and R = 1 as is shown in the example in Figure 2 . Then, we assume that the intensity value of the center pixel is g c , while the intensity values of its circular neighborhood are g p (p = 0, . . . , P − 1). Here we threshold the neighbourhood by the intensity value of its center, namely
where After thresholding the neighborhood using Equation 1 and Equation 2, we formulate the results into a bit-wise binary pattern as shown in Figure 2 . Thus, this (P = 8, R = 1) circular neighborhood results in a final binary pattern as 11110001. Then we calculate the decimal value of the local binary pattern as follow:
After computing all the LBP decimal values over all the pixels on the image, we finally construct the occurrence histogram with all the results. The computed LBP histogram adopts uniform patterns so that the histogram has a separate bin for every uniform pattern and all nonuniform patterns are assigned to a single bin.
Local Binary Patterns from Three Orthogonal Planes
Following the steps of LBP on static image analysis, Zhao et al. [6] proposed the Local Binary Patterns from Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) to analyse videos with motions.
The spatial-temporal information can be regarded as a set of volumes in the (X, Y, T ) space, where X and Y represent the spatial coordinates, while T denotes the frame index (time) in temporal domain. Hence, the neighborhood of each pixel no longer fall in a two dimensional space, where LBP operation can be used to extract features into histograms. Instead, we need to compute feature descriptor in the three dimensional space (X, Y, T ). Thus, LBP-TOP is proposed to describe the spatial-temporal information in the three dimensional space.
Similar to LBP, LBP-TOP also computes the local binary patterns of a center pixel by thresholding its neighborhood. However, as the spatial-temporal information falls in a three dimensional space, LBP-TOP decomposes the three dimensional volume into three orthogonal planes: XY, XT and YT as is shown in Figure 3 . The XY plane represents the appearance feature in spatial domain, while the XT plane describes a visual impression of one row changing with time and YT captures the features of motion for one column in temporal space. Then, LBP values are extracted for all pixels from the XY, XT and YT planes, denoted as XY-LBP, XT-LBP and YT-LBP. In such a representation, a sequence of images are encoded by the appearance (XY-LBP) and two spatial temporal (XT-LBP and YT-LBP) co-occurrence statistics. Finally, the LBP-TOP is computed by concatenating the histograms from all the three orthogonal planes including XY, XT and YT into a single histogram.
Note that when computing LBP-TOP over the spatial-temporal information, we also define a neighborhood in the three dimensional space for LBP coding. R X , R Y and R T denote the radius of the sampling points surrounding the cental pixel along X, Y and T direction respectively. And P XY , P XT and P Y T count for the number of neighborhood points sampled on XY plane, XT plane and YT plane respectively. In the experiments in Section 3, we will use these denotations to differentiate various parameter settings of the defined neighborhood for LBP-TOP implementation.
Revisit LBP-TOP from a Tensor Point of View
A tensor refers to a multi-dimensional matrix, or array of numbers. The order of a tensor is defined by the number of dimensionality of the matrix required to describe the data [17, 18] . That is, an one-dimensional array is an 1-order tensor, a two-dimensional matrix is a 2-order tensor and so forth.
Given a sequence of images with spatial-temporal information, they are usually regarded as a three-dimensional matrix, of which two coordinates label the spatial information and the third represents the time span. We can also consider the three-dimensional matrix as a 3-order tensor, of which the components include spatial information as well as temporal information. This facilitates spatial-temporal information analysis from a tensor point of view. Many previous works achieve video analysis with tensor theory, for instance, Wang et al. [19, 20] proposed a tensor independent color space to analyze micro-expression recognition on spatial-temporal information over different color channels, while Kim et al. [21] proposed tensor canonical correlation analysis for action classification.
Given an N -order tensor T ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N , the element inside T is represented as τ i1i2···i N , where i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i N denote the coordinate positions. In practice, the spatial-temporal information are usually a video with a sequence of frames. Thus, we denote the video as a 3-order tensor T , which is a I 1 × I 2 × I 3 matrix. I 1 is the height of the frame, I 2 refers to the width of the frame, and I 3 denotes the number of frames in temporal domain. Then, LBP-TOP traverses all the elements τ i1i2i3 inside the tensor T to compute LBP on the three orthogonal planes I 1 I 2 , I 2 I 3 and I 1 I 3 respectively.
Fast LBP-TOP Implementation Based on Tensor Unfolding
Given an N -order tensor T ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N , the tensor unfolding [22] [23] [24] T n ∈ R In×(I1I2···In−1In+1In+2···I N ) contains the element τ i1i2···inin+1···i N at the position with row number i n and column number that is equal to Figure 4 visualizes the unfolded results of the 3-order tensor. Tensor unfolding is one of the simplest way to reduce the number of dimensions of a matrix.
Then we apply tensor unfolding on the 3-order matrix, and receive three 2-order unfolded tensors as visualized in Figure 4 . Apparently, the unfolded 2-order tensor T (1) concatenates all the YT planes into a large two-dimensional matrix. Similarly, the tensor T (2) connects all the XY planes and the tensor T (3) concatenates all the XT planes.
Originally, LBP-TOP has to traverse all the pixels in the 3-order tensor to compute the local binary patterns along XY, YT and XT planes respectively. The huge demand of nested looping in implementation sharply increases the computation costs. In this work, as we unfold the 3-order tensor to three twodimensional concatenated matrices, we can effectively accelerate the computation process by optimizing the codes with vectorization. Then, we reformulate the unfolded tensors back to 3-order tensor and computes occurrence histograms for each orthogonal planes. The pseudo code of the original LBP-TOP implementation is illustrated in Algorithm 1, while that of the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation is shown in Algorithm 2. Apparently, the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation largely reduces the usage of nested loops and optimizes the codes through vectorization that uses matrix and vector operations. 
Experiments
Usually, LBP-TOP is performed over the spatial-temporal information for feature extraction and the extracted features are utilized for further pattern recognition or classification. In most of the cases, the extracted LBP-TOP features facilitate data training process for pattern recognition. Thus, in the experiment, we imitate the feature extraction process for data training to evaluate the performance of the original LBP-TOP implementation and the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation. More specifically, we extract LBP-TOP features on spatial-temporal information with the same extraction strategy but different implementations (original LBP-TOP and fast LBP-TOP), to evaluate the performance improvements of the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation. We implement the fast LBP-TOP on Matlab R2014b. The original implementation of LBP-TOP is provided by the corresponding authors in Matlab version 2 . We compared the computational time of the original LBP-TOP implementation and our fast LBP-TOP implementation on both synthetic and real data. Firstly, we compared the computational time of the original LBP-TOP implementation to our fast LBP-TOP implementation on synthetic data. Firstly, we evaluate the computational time by averaging 50 randomly simulated video samples with varying settings of the neighborhood, as is shown in Table 1 . Apparently, the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation effectively improves the */ // Compute LBP on XY plane with neighborhood (P XY , R X , R Y ). LBP XY =LBP PLANE(P lane XY , P XY , R X , R Y ); /* LBP on all the pixels on a 2D plane is implemented through vectorization instead of loops. */ // Reformulate the 2-order tensor to 3-order tensor.
computational costs, especially when the sizes of the videos are large or the neighborhood settings are complicated. Further, we randomly formulate video clips of different frame size and time length to evaluate the computational cost of the original LBP-TOP implementation and the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation. The results are illustrated in Figure 5 . From Figure 5(a) , it is easy to perceive that as the frame size increases, the computational time of the original LBP-TOP implementation sharply increases while that of the fast LBP-TOP implementation has no remarkable change. Similarly, in Figure 5(b) , when the length of the video clip increases, our fast LBP-TOP implementation reveals significant advances on computational time than the original LBP-TOP implementation. Hence, the fast LBP-TOP implementation is proven to be much more time-saving than the original LBP-TOP implementation in all cases especially for spatial-temporal information of high volume.
Then, we evaluate the computational time on real data based on three databases: CASME II [25] , SMIC [26] and Cohn-Kanade [27] . All of the three databases are video clips with spatial-temporal information. CASME II is a micro-expression database of micro facial movements with high temporal and spatial resolution. SMIC is a spontaneous micro-expression database for analyzing people's deceitful behaviors. The Cohn-Kanade AU-Coded Facial Expression Table 1 . Average computational time of the original LBP-TOP implementation and the fast LBP-TOP (FLBP-TOP) on 50 randomly simulated video samples. The numbers of sampled points of the neighborhood P XY , P Y T and P XT are set equal (denoted as P ), and the radius R X ,R Y and R T are set equal as well (denoted as R). 'Inc.' refers to the increasing rate of computational time from LBP-TOP to FLBP-TOP. database is for research in automatic normal facial expression analysis and synthesis and for perceptual studies.
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On each database, we randomly select 5 patches from each facial expression video clip of each subject, and Table 2 shows the computational time of the original LBP-TOP implementation and the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation. In the table, we evaluate the performance of the original LBP-TOP implementation versus the proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation on three databases with different settings of frame width and height. As we perform LBP-TOP on all the video clips over each database, the temporal lengths are always the same such that we eliminate the setting of parameter T in the table. The parameters of neighborhood including the number of sampling points P XY , P XT and P Y T and radius R X , R Y and R T are set according to Table 2. From Table 2 , it is obvious that the fast LBP-TOP implementation dramatically improves the computational time by 31.19 times on average to the original LBP-TOP implementation. 
Discussions
The proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation takes the advantage of tensor unfolding to reformulate the tree-dimensional matrix to two-dimensional matrices. In future, this tensor unfolding method can be applied to any other descriptors that extract features from spatial-temporal information, such as LGBP-TOP [28] and SIFT-TOP [29] . Moreover, we implement the fast LBP-TOP codes on Matlab as an example. Further, the fast LBP-TOP can be implemented on other platforms that optimize codes through vectorization instead of nested loops, such as Python, Octave, R, etc.
Conclusions
In this work, we propose a fast LBP-TOP implementation method to fasten the computation efficiency of LBP-TOP for feature extraction on spatial-temporal information. We introduce the concept of tensor unfolding to accelerate the implementation process from three-dimensional space to two-dimensional space. The proposed fast LBP-TOP implementation method benefits from the optimization of codes with less nested loops and largely reduces the computational cost compared to the original implementation. We compare the computational time of the original LBP-TOP implementation and our fast LBP-TOP implementation on both synthetic and real data. The results show that our fast LBP-TOP implementation is quite time-saving than the original one. In future, as parallel Table 2 . Total computational time of the original LBP-TOP implementation and the fast LBP-TOP (FLBP-TOP) implementation on three databases: CASME II [25] , SMIC [26] and Cohn-Kanade [27] . As LBP-TOP is performed by selecting 5 patches on every video clip of each database, the temporal lengths are the same for each comparison group such that video lengths T are not listed. The numbers of sampled points of the neighborhood P XY , P Y T and P XT are set equal (denoted as P ), and the radius R X ,R Y and R T are set equal as well (denoted as R). The column 'Clips' shows the total number of video clips of each database. 'Inc.' refers to the increasing rate of computational time from LBP-TOP to FLBP-TOP. computing can be performed on two dimensional matrices, the computational time of the fast LBP-TOP implementation can be further saved.
